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A B S T R A C T

Room temperature ferromagnetism has been observed experimentally by implanting 1.2MeV carbon on rutile
TiO2. Density functional theory has been employed to study the magnetic properties of different possible carbon-
related defects in TiO2. Theoretical calculation suggests carbon-doped at oxygen site (CO) can induce a sig-
nificant magnetic moment in rutile TiO2. The 2p orbital electrons of the carbon atom are the primary source of
the induced magnetic moment in TiO2. The magnetic measurements using a SQUID magnetometer, at room
temperature, confirmed the ferromagnetic behavior of carbon doped rutile TiO2 sample.

1. Introduction

The discovery of ferromagnetism in transition metals (Fe, Mn, Co,
etc.,) doped semiconductors have opened a new frontier of research in
condensed matter physics and materials science [1]. Ferromagnetism in
semiconductors above room temperature is an essential requirement for
spintronics application [2]. The ferromagnetic semiconductor could
help the retention of memory within the semiconductor and thus a non-
volatile transistor can be realized [2] along with the transport of spin-
polarized electrons [3]. There are many experimental reports [4–8] of
room temperature ferromagnetism in transition metal doped (< 4 at.
%) ZnO and other non-magnetic oxides. However, the source of mag-
netism was debatable, since there are reports of room temperature
ferromagnetism in these non-magnetic nanocrystalline oxides [9,10]
even without any transition metal doping. Venkatesan et al. [11], re-
ported ferromagnetism in the thin films of HfO2 without any doping.
Creating atomic defects in various nonmagnetic oxides (viz., ZnO, MgO,
SnO2, TiO2, etc.,) stable ferromagnetism could be generated [12–21].

TiO2 is a wide band gap semiconductor with a band gap of ∼3 eV at
room temperature [22]. This band gap makes it possible to absorb the
UV radiation. The introduction of impurities creates new states above
the valence band [23] which eventually reduces the band gap of the
system and absorbs the visible band of the spectrum [24]. In recent
years, TiO2 based dilute magnetic semiconductors have drawn con-
siderable research attention due to their potential application in op-
toelectronic, magneto-optic and spintronics devices [25,26]. Reports

suggest that both cation [27] and anion vacancies [21] are responsible
for inducing ferromagnetism in rutile TiO2. Theoretical calculations
indicate the possibility of the induced magnetic moment by substitution
of carbon [28] and nitrogen [29] doped in anatase TiO2. A detailed
theoretical investigation for nitrogen doped anatase TiO2 was carried
out by Bai et al. [30]. The magnetic moment generated due to nitrogen
doping in the anatase TiO2 tend to couple anti-ferromagnetically and
thus do not yield a significant moment in the system [30]. However,
both theoretical and experimental investigations show room tempera-
ture ferromagnetism in nitrogen-doped rutile TiO2 system [31,32].
Despite all these studies, the possibility of ferromagnetism in carbon-
doped rutile TiO2 is still unclear and needs further investigations taking
into account the effect of atomic vacancies into the system.

In the present work, an ab-initio calculation using density functional
theory has been carried out by considering all possibilities, which can
generate a magnetic moment in rutile TiO2. Intrinsic defects such as
oxygen vacancies, metal vacancies, metal interstitials, the formation of
Ti3+, etc., are formed in the TiO2 system [23]. Carbon-doped rutile
TiO2 system with various possible defect configurations, including
atomic vacancies and dopant, has been considered for the present
theoretical simulations. Further, the room temperature magnetic
property of 1.2MeV C4+ ions irradiated/implanted rutile TiO2 sample
has been experimentally measured.
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2. Experimental outline

Pellets (thickness ∼0.5 mm) of rutile-TiO2 with 99.998% purity
(Alfa Aesar, Johnson Mathey, Germany) have been made by applying a
constant pressure of ∼ 220MPa followed by annealing at 500 °C for
5 h. Afterward, the annealed pellets were irradiated uniformly by
1.2 MeV C4+ ion beam, available from the VECC radioactive ion beam
(RIB) facility [33–35]. A total fluence of 1×1016 ions/cm2 with a
constant beam current of 1.5 μA has been used to have about 1%
doping. The magnetic measurements have been carried out using the
squid magnetometer (Quantum Design, MPMS-3).

3. Computational methodology

Density functional theory (DFT) has been employed for the theo-
retical calculations using MedeA software package, based on Vienna ab-
initio simulation (VASP) code [36–39]. A supercell of rutile TiO2

(a= b=4.59 Å and c= 2.96 Å, α=β=γ=90˚) with 72 atoms
(2× 2×3 unit cells) has structurally optimized. The magnetic calcu-
lations are carried out in the optimized supercell. Generalized gradient
approximation (GGA) with Perdew-Burke-Ernzerhof (PBE) exchange
and correlation [40] method and PAW pseudo-potentials have been
used in all the calculations. Periodic boundary conditions have been
implemented to the basis vectors. Systematic substitution of single Ti/O
atom is carried out with C atom in various configuration (i.e., Ti24-
mCm+nO48-n, n and m are integers), in the TiO2 super-cell. Several TiO2

systems with the following defect combinations e.g., C-doped at O-site
(CO); C-doped at O-site plus one oxygen vacancy at the vicinity of CO

(CO+VO); C-doped at O-site plus two oxygen vacancies at the vicinity of
CO (CO + 2VO _S); C-doped at O-site plus two oxygen vacancies (one at
vicinity of CO and the other in the next unit cell) (CO + 2VO_F); C-doped
at Ti-site plus one oxygen vacancy at the vicinity CO (CTi + VO); C-
doped at interstitial site (Ci); and C-doped at O-site along with a carbon
at interstitial position and one oxygen vacancy (CO+VO+ Ci), have
been constructed. The optimization of each structure has been carried
out by geometrically relaxing the atomic positions until the maximum
value of Hellman-Feynman force is less than 0.02 eV/Å. A tolerance of
10−5 eV (as the stopping criteria) has been fixed for the self-consistent
loop to reach the electronic ground state. Similarly to expand the plane
wave basis set, 400 eV mesh cut-off energy is fixed in all the calcula-
tions. For each optimized structure, the density of states (spin-polar-
ized) has been calculated. The 3× 3×3 Monkhorst-Pack (MP) k-points
[41] have been utilized to divide the Brillouin zone of the supercell. The
spin-spin interaction study for determining the minimum energy (free
energy) in between the parallel (spin-triplet) and anti-parallel (spin-
singlet) state has been carried out. Spins of all the atoms have aligned in
one direction to make the system ferromagnetic. Whereas, the G-type
anti-ferromagnetism is obtained by assigning opposite spins to the two
carbon atoms doped at O-sites and also assigning opposite spins to the
nearby Ti and O atoms present in the system.

The energy loss profile, the carbon ions distribution profile and the
atomic vacancies generation during 1.2MeV C4+ ions irradiation on
TiO2 have been simulated using SRIM and TRIM packages [42].

4. Results and discussion

Magnetic properties of carbon-doped rutile TiO2 system have been
studied using first principle calculation. The doping of carbon atom at
an oxygen site generates a significant amount of magnetic moment.
Carbon atom (1s2, 2s2, 2p2) when doped at O-site gets two electrons
from nearby Ti-atoms and becomes 2s2, 2p4 in the valence shell. As a
result, carbon atom contributes ∼2μB magnetic moment in the TiO2

system. The oxygen atoms present in the neighboring site makes a small
contribution in net magnetization due to the effect of polarization.
Presence of different vacancies inside the undoped TiO2 system mainly
generates the magnetic moment in TiO2. The value of the magnetic

moment induced in the TiO2 with different configurations has been
tabulated in Table 1.

Doping of one carbon atom at oxygen site generates about 2.2μB
magnetic moment. The magnetic moment generated from the 2p orbital
of carbon atom polarizes the 3d-orbital of nearby Ti-atoms, which
causes the ferromagnetic interactions in the C-doped TiO2 system. The
magnetic moment in the carbon-doped rutile TiO2 system favors par-
allel spin alignment as the ground state energy for the ferromagnetic
state is 88meV less as compared to the anti-ferromagnetic state. The
2p-orbital electrons of the doped carbon atom are the primary source of
magnetism, a small contribution of the magnetic moment comes from
neighboring oxygen atoms. Presence of one oxygen vacancy attached to
carbon atom reduces the magnetic moment significantly (as in the case
of CO+ VO). Adding one more oxygen vacancy near the carbon atom,
i.e., in case of CO+ 2VO_S, the total magnetic moment of the system
slightly increases. The increase comes from the contribution of 3d-or-
bital electrons of Ti atoms surrounding the vacancies. Changing the
position of the second oxygen vacancy in the TiO2 matrix (CO+ 2VO_F)
further increases of the magnetic moment has been observed. The ad-
ditional contribution comes from the effect of a single oxygen vacancy.
The creation of oxygen vacancy induces a significant magnetism in TiO2

[21]. The presence of another oxygen vacancy enhances the magnetic
moment generated due to the substitution of carbon at the oxygen site.
Doping of carbon atom at titanium site does not induce any magnetic
moment in the system. Removal of an oxygen atom attached to carbon
atom doped at Ti-site also does not contribute any moment. The in-
corporation of a nitrogen atom in the interstitial site generates a sig-
nificant moment in TiO2 [32], but carbon doped at the interstitial po-
sition does not show any change in the magnetic moment of the system.
Also, no significant magnetic moment has been observed for carbon
doped at the interstitial position together with other configuration in
the TiO2 system e.g., (Ci +CO+ VO). The differential charge distribu-
tion in carbon-doped TiO2 is shown in Fig. 1. The Bader charge analysis
for carbon-doped TiO2 system shows that carbon atom is negatively
charged at the lattice. The carbon atom placed at the oxygen site has a
total valence charge of 4.78e with charge transfer of - 0.78e. The ob-
tained values of the charge transfer in Ti-atom and O-atom in the
carbon-doped TiO2 system are +2.22e and -1.12e respectively, which
indicates that the carbon atom can be substituted at the oxygen site, as
both are showing the same chemical behavior when doped at TiO2

system.
The values of defect formation energy (Edf), Fermi energy and the

Fermi energy shift with respect to the pristine TiO2 has shown in
Table 1. The formula for the calculation of the defect formation energy,
Edf is represented by the following equation [17,43]

= − + +

− +

+E E E Ti O nE O mE Ti

m n E C

(Ti C O ) ( ) ( ) ( )

( ) ( )

df 24-m m n 48-n 12 24 2

(1)

where, E(Ti24O48) represents the total energy of the pristine system and
E(Ti24-mCm+nO48-n) is the total energy of the defect bearing system.

Table 1
The defect formation energy, induced magnetic moment, Fermi energy and
Fermi energy shift with respect to pristine TiO2 for different defect configura-
tions created in rutile TiO2.

TiO2 System Defect
Formation
Energy (eV)

Induced
Magnetic
Moment (μB)

Fermi
Energy
(eV)

Fermi
Energy
shift (eV)

CO (Ti24CO47) 4.04 2.27 5.78 2.35
CO + VO (Ti23NO46) 11.14 0.09 5.41 1.98
CTi + VO (Ti23 CO47) 14.47 0.00 5.19 1.76
Ci(Ti24CO48) −4.13 0.03 7.12 3.69
CO +2VO_N(Ti24CO45) 20.53 0.32 6.87 3.44
CO +2VO_F (Ti24CO45) 20.86 0.83 6.88 3.45
Ci+ CO+VO (Ti24C2O46) 5.92 0.07 7.04 3.62
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Similarly, E(O), E(Ti), and E(C) are the free energy value of a single
oxygen atom, a titanium atom and a carbon atom respectively.

It has observed from the Table 1 that the defect formation energy of
the TiO2 with carbon-doped at oxygen site is only about 4 eV, which
makes the system viable. The spin-polarized density of states for pris-
tine TiO2, TiO2 with interstitial carbon and TiO2 with CO (carbon at
oxygen site) have shown in Fig. 2(a)–(c) respectively. The spin-polar-
ized density of states for pristine TiO2 shows a symmetric density of
states in both up and down spin direction, resulting a net zero electron
spin DOS and hence a zero magnetic moment. But, the total density of
states for the carbon-doped TiO2 has been depicted in Fig. 2(c) is
asymmetric. This is due to the 2p orbital electron of carbon, along with
3d orbital electron of Ti-atom and 2p-orbital electron of oxygen-atom.
As a result, the system shows a non-zero value in the magnetic moment.
Similarly, in case of TiO2 with a carbon atom at the interstitial site, the
2p orbital electron of carbon has an asymmetric partial density of
states, but it has minimal effect in the total density of states and yields
no net magnetism in the system.

The magnetization density (spin-polarized) distribution has been
plotted in Fig. 3. It can be observed from the Fig. 3 that magnetic
density is mainly localized around the dopant atom and a small fraction
is present around the neighboring oxygen atoms. Thus, the result of

local magnetic density distribution supports the result obtained from
the density of states (DOS) for all the studied cases. Both calculations
indicate the carbon atom as the source of magnetism in the carbon-
doped TiO2 system. The doping of carbon in TiO2 introduces some new
states above valence band leading to the shift in the Fermi level in all
cases. Typically, the sheet resistance of TiO2 is about 107 Ω cm−2 [21].
Earlier, we have seen that due to VO the sheet resistance decreases to
3×103 Ω cm−2 [21]. Thus, a decrease of sheet resistance is a measure
of n-type semi-conductivity; otherwise, it will be p-type. In the present
case, we observed the sheet resistance decreases almost the same order
(103 Ω cm−2) due to carbon irradiation, which confirms the n-type
semi-conductivity in the irradiated sample.

Fig. 4(a) represents the energy loss profile for the carbon ion irra-
diated TiO2 using SRIM software. From the SRIM simulation, it has been
found that the nuclear energy loss is dominant up to 17 keV, whereas
the electronic energy loss and the nuclear energy loss at 1.2MeV C4+

ions on TiO2 have been found to be 131.0 eV/Å and 1.0 eV/Å respec-
tively. Atomic vacancies in a system are generated by the nuclear en-
ergy loss mechanism of the irradiated ions [44]. As a result, fewer
atomic vacancies are generated at the surface of the sample for 1.2 MeV

Fig. 1. Differential charge distribution in carbon-doped TiO2 system. The Black
sphere ball represents the carbon atom substituted at O-site.

Fig. 2. Spin-polarized DOS for (a) pristine TiO2, (b) TiO2 with Ci, (c) TiO2 with CO.

Fig. 3. Magnetization density (spin-polarized) distribution in TiO2 with CO. The
blue, yellow and black color spheres are Ti-atoms, O-atoms and C-atoms re-
spectively. The red color cloud-like structure represents the localized magne-
tization density distribution (For interpretation of the references to colour in
this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article).
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C4+ ions and it increases with the depth of the sample due to the de-
crease in energy of irradiated ions. This behavior was also verified
utilizing TRIM simulation and shown in Fig. 4(b). From the vacancy
profile in Fig. 4(b), it has been observed that both VTi and VO have been
created in TiO2 when irradiated with 1.2MeV C4+ ions, but the number
of oxygen vacancies generated is more in comparison to titanium va-
cancies. Fig. 4(c) depicts the distribution of carbon ions with the depth
of the sample. From this Figure, it is also observed that the 1.2MeV
carbon ions can penetrate up to a depth of 1.78 μm and the maximum
ion distribution occurs at a depth of 1.52 μm in the polycrystalline TiO2

sample. The variation of Magnetization (M) with Field (H) for the C4+

irradiated TiO2 sample is represented in Fig. 5. The M vs. H curve re-
presents a significant hysteresis loop at room temperature (∼300 K).
From the hysteresis curve, the value of saturation magnetization (Ms)
and coercive field (HC) has been found to be 7.5×10−2 emu/g and
156 Oe respectively. The magnetization (M) recorded in the present

case is higher than the earlier reported experimental value with oxygen
vacancies created due to Ar ions irradiation (∼ 4×10-4 emu/g [21])
and annealing at H2/Ar atmosphere (∼ 8×10-3 emu/g [45]). The
higher value of saturation magnetization in C4+ ion irradiated rutile
TiO2 is possibly due to the additional contributions of magnetism from
carbon atoms at CO site. The effective magnetic moment per dopant has
been calculated to be ∼ 1.5 μB per dopant, which is little less as
compared to the theoretical value of 2 μB, this may be, a part of im-
planted carbon is going to the interstitial position. The carbon atoms
placed at interstitials site do not contribute in the effective moment.
The hysteresis curve as obtained from the present experimental data at
room temperature (300 K) suggests the presence of room temperature
ferromagnetism in 1.2MeV carbon ions implanted rutile TiO2.

5. Conclusions

The first principle calculations based on density functional theory
predicts the possibility of ferromagnetism in carbon-doped rutile TiO2

system. The 2p-orbital electrons of dopant along with small contribu-
tions from oxygen atoms present nearby the dopant are the source of
induced magnetism in the system. The irradiation of carbon ions creates
a large number of atomic vacancies. The presence of oxygen vacancies
in the vicinity of dopant does not induce any magnetic moment.
However, the creation of oxygen vacancy far from the dopant con-
tribute magnetism and enhances the net magnetic moment in the
carbon-doped TiO2 system. The theoretical calculations are supported
by experimental observations. Magnetic measurement at room tem-
perature (300 K) shows ferromagnetic behavior in 1.2MeV C4+ ions
irradiated/implanted rutile TiO2 sample.
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